Robinson Crusoe
Daniel Defoe

1 1 A boat rescued the men from the ship.
   2 Because he had not done what his father had told him.

2 1 He sold toys and other small things for gold.
   2 He was captured by pirates.
   3 Because he wanted him to catch some fish.
   4 A Portuguese ship saw their boat and took them in.

3 1 He ran a plantation.
   2 Because they wanted to buy slaves to work on their plantations.
   3 They were afraid of drowning and being killed and eaten by cannibals.
   4 It got stuck on sand.

4 1 Because he knew that the other men would all be alive if they had stayed on it.
   2 To get food and drink and clothes.
   3 He made a raft and rowed back to shore.
   4 So that if he saw a ship he could light a fire and call for help.
   5 He went over a ladder.
   6 So that he could remember the date.

5 1 Because Robinson Crusoe had emptied out an old bag of corn there.
   2 Because he had a strange dream and realized that he had led a bad life.

6 1 Oranges, lemons, limes, grapes and melons.
   2 So that he could have a country house and a seaside house.
   3 Just before the rains.
   4 A parrot.

7 1 Pots, a grinder and a bread oven.
   2 Because he wanted to escape from the island.
   3 Because it was heavy and he couldn’t get it into the water.
   4 He got caught in strong currents and his boat was pulled out to sea.
   5 A wind blew up and he was able to sail back.

8 1 He only had a little gunpowder left so he wanted to keep goats that he could kill for food.
   2 A footprint in the sand.
   3 He built another wall around his hut and planted trees in front of it, and made a second enclosure for his goats.
   4 Because he found the hands, feet and bones of dead people lying in the sand.

9 1 Guns and gunpowder.
   2 A Spanish ship was wrecked on the rocks near the island.
   3 He decided to try and save a man from the cannibals so that he could help him escape.
   4 He knocked down one of the cannibals and killed the other one with his gun.
   5 He kissed the ground by Robinson Crusoe’s feet and put Robinson’s foot on his head.
10 1 Because he saved his life on a Friday.
   2 Because he wanted to eat the dead cannibals.

11 1 Because he wanted to stay with Robinson Crusoe.
   2 Because they were going to kill a European.
   3 Because it was his father.

12 1 Because he had saved the lives of all his people, and he knew that they would die for him.
   2 So they could make a boat and escape together.
   3 To bring back the other Spanish men.
   4 The Spanish men.
   5 Three of the men were tied up.
   6 There had been a mutiny.
   7 He gave him and his men some guns.

13 1 To look for the men who had come in the first boat.
   2 He told Friday and the mate to shout to them.
   3 He fired seven guns.
   4 Because they knew that if they went back to England they would be killed.

14 1 The Portuguese captain, the widow and his two sisters.
   2 By land.
   3 He was nearly eaten by wolves.
   4 The Spanish men.